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When you hear the phrase “storm-resistant shelter,” what comes to mind? An underground safe house for
those living in tornado country? Well, for those who are involved with an industrial facility in the State of
California, the mention of storm-resistant shelters should immediately bring Advanced BMPs and NoExposure Certifications to mind. A storm-resistant shelter is a very valuable BMP, especially as we see many
facilities already moving towards Level 2 ERA status. In this edition of The Rain Events, we’re going to
take a look at this BMP and what the Industrial General Permit defines as a “storm-resistant shelter.”
So, what is a storm-resistant shelter? While the term can apply to
a wide range of structures, the Permit’s requirements for No
Exposure Certification includes a brief description in
Section XVII.B.5. According to this description, a
storm-resistant shelter “includes completely
roofed and walled buildings or structures.
Also includes structures with only a top
cover supported by permanent supports but
with no side coverings, provided material
within the structure is not subject to wind
dispersion (sawdust, powders, etc.), or
track-out, and there is no storm water
discharged from within the structure that
comes into contact with any materials.” For
NEC-compliant storm-resistant shelters, there
are basically two options – structures that are completely
enclosed, and structures that are only partially enclosed. The
“completely enclosed” category includes buildings such as
warehouses and sheds, but it can also include other structures that
are completely roofed and walled – such as portable sheds and
shipping containers, provided they are in good condition and
don’t leak. The “partly enclosed” category includes structures
that have a top cover but no walls, such as awnings and the like.
Notice the additional requirement here – these types of nonwalled structures are only considered storm-resistant if the
materials stored within the structure are not subject to wind
dispersion. Also, notice that these structures must be supported
by permanent supports.

Storm-resistant shelters can also be used as an Advanced BMP,
and are not subject to as many requirements as NEC-compliant
structures. As an advanced BMP, storm-resistant shelters can be
permanent or temporary, and can even include simply covering
industrial materials with a properly secured waterproof
tarp. But storm-resistant shelters have to actually
be storm resistant – if your tarp setup can’t
withstand high winds, or is installed in a way
that causes the tarp to fail due to rain or
snow loads, it doesn’t classify as “storm
resistant.” And since the main purpose of
storm-resistant shelters is preventing storm
water from contacting industrial materials or
activities, choose a waterproof shelter that
adequately protects your materials and activities
from precipitation. So while a tarp-and-string shelter
might qualify as a temporary exposure minimization
BMP, it won’t be sufficient if
you’re applying for NEC status.
When is a storm-resistant
shelter needed? The most
common application of these
shelters is at facilities applying
for No Exposure Certification coverage. As outlined in Section
XVII of the IGP, this special type of Permit certification is for
industrial facilities that no exposure of industrial materials and
activities to precipitation, have eliminated non-storm water
discharges, and have submitted the required

certification documents on SMARTS. The NEC-specific definition of storm-resistant
shelters makes it clear that these shelters must be permanent, and must effectively
prevent storm water from contacting industrial materials or activities. However,
Section XVII.D lists some situations where a storm-resistant shelter is not required to
qualify for NEC coverage – including outdoor storage of tightly sealed containers,
adequately maintained vehicles, temporary shelters for remodeling and construction
purposes, and a few others.
A storm-resistant shelter is a great BMP, and
while invaluable for dischargers looking for
NEC coverage, it’s also definitely something to
consider for facilities that are already moving
towards Level 2 ERA status. And remember
that storm-resistant shelters are not necessarily
limited to warehouses or other buildings,
especially when used as an exposure
minimization BMP.

“To Do List” for December:

 Perform the December monthly
inspection

 Obtain a storm water sample from each
drainage area

 You should be putting the finishing
touches on your Level 1 Technical
Report, so that it’s ready to submit before
January 1, 2017.

Santa’s Favorite BMP

A properly secured tarp could do the job, as could a properly installed carport
canopy from a discount hardware store. By exercising a little creativity, there’s a
good chance you will be able to come up with a storm-resistant shelter that fulfills the
Permit requirements but doesn’t break the bank. 

Storm Water in Cold Environments
If you’re looking for a good BMP for use in
cold environments, ice, and snow, check out
Filtrexx Siltsoxx. This filtration device is
heavy enough to be installed without
trenching – great for facilities with frozen
ground. Plus, BMP Outlet has a bunch in
stock, in case you need to do some lastminute Christmas shopping.

Please contact us if you have any questions …

The Rain Events
Did you know that snow is considered to be storm water? Even though it may not cause an
immediate discharge, it will eventually cause one (or probably many) when the temperature
starts warming up – at which point, it will need to be sampled just like rain water. Think of
snow as impounded storm water; it stays on your site until the weather gets warm. As such,
make sure that you keep your industrial materials and activities out of the snow as much as
possible. Remember that any pollutants that get picked up by the snow will eventually
discharge off your property, and the discharge will need to be sampled as required in the
Industrial General Permit. So, let it snow, but apply good BMPs, practice good
housekeeping, and keep your industrial materials and activities under cover if possible.

Have questions about the Industrial General Permit?
Give us a call at (209) 334-5363, ext. 114
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